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ERIE THROWS BAR
IN ARBITRATION
COOS
ROAD REFUSES TO ALLOW
LABOR DISPUTE TO BE SET-
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PROCEEDINGS
SAY IT IS

IM-

POSSIBLE

TO DEAL WITH EACH
LINE SEPARATELY

NEWLANDS
CONGRESS

ACT
SHOWS

TO

PASS

DISPOSITION

TO MAKE REMADE BILL A LAW
AT ONCE

Washington, July 15. The
house and senate today both
passed the Newlands bill, revising the Erdman law to provide arbitration of wage disputes. The bill is now waiting
the signature of President
Wilson. Its becoming a law
may tend to prevent a strike
on the eastern railways which
has been pending for several
days.
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PROTEST AGAINST riAYDEN
The committee did not ask for a
further explanation.
Washington,
July 15. Vigorous pro
MAY
tests against the retention of Thomas
Mulhall went to st. louis in OcE. Hayden as a special prosecutor for
tober, 1907, to settle a strike of
the noted
white slave
shop workers.
TO GET
AT
cases in San Francisco, were laid be
"Schwedtman told me to approach
tonamof
the head
fore Attorney General McReynolds
the, strikers, a man
ed Frank. The ; sum of $3,000 had
day by Senator Ashurst at the rebeen put m my hands to get Frank
quest of several California democrats.
to call the strike off in a certain
They allege among other things that
COBB IS SUSPENDED
time. If he was successful he was to
Hayden is a friend of the Caminetti
Detroit, Mich., July 15. A Bpecial
be paid the money. The, strike was WASHINGTON
family.
HEARS
RUMORS
MAKES RENEWED DEMANDS UPON
MAINE
WHO
WORKED
DOCTOR,
dispatch from Chicago
today said
Later Senator Ashurst stated that
called off two days later than was
THAT
ACTION
SOME
SUCH
IS
HIM
WITH
IN
THE RECENTLY ESTABLISHED
Ban
of
CAMPAIGN,
that President
Johnson
the
one of the protests against the selec
suggested and I - turned the money
CONTEMPLATED
BEING
American league had Indefinitely susREPUBLIC
WRITES HIM ADVICE
tion of Hayden was from State Sena
back to Schwedtman and JJ'rank was
pended Tyrus Cobb of the Detroit
ceuL"
never paid a
tor B. B. Sanford of California. At
club for language he used during an
the department of justice Senator As ASKS
Congressional! "Blacklist"
WANT
HUERTA
RECOGNIZED
"HUMANITY"
MONGOLIAN AUTONOMY
PLEA
altercation with Umpire George Hil- QUESTIONS
Senator Rfted introduced a memor.
hurst took pains to say that he was
debrand in yesterday's
game with
andum which Mulhall said was a
not attacking Hayden personally, but
Philadelphia. Officials of the local DOES NOT THINK MOTIVES OF blacklist" of congressmen. Mulhall UNLESS THIS IS DONE, IT IS
only
calling in question his experience WANTS OUTER PORTION OF THAT
not
heard of the
club said they had
been prepared by forhad
it
thought
FOREIGNERS
ARE
as
a
URGED,
COUNTRY RECOGNIZED AS
CONGRESS'
prosecutor.
STAR
WITNESS
suspension at 3 o'clock this afternoon,
mer Representative Watson. It folNOT
PROTECTED
ARE
SEPARATE NATION
ENTIRELY
GOOD
lu the ninth inning yesterday Umpire
lows:
HilJebraud ruled thai Cobb "trapped"
GAS SUIT BEGINS
"Watson, here's a list for you to
a long low line nit by Baker. Cobb
Salt Lake City, Ju'iy 15 Judge
of
out:
knock
Caadler
AN
Mississippi,
IS.
MADE
INQUIRY
IS
AROUSED
John Marshall in the federal court OPPOSITION
protested and was ruled out of the TELLS KIM TO STAND PAT Hamlin of Missouri, Danforth of New
game. He was later oroerea into tne
Kanthe
of
the
of
today began
hearing
York, Payne of ; New York, Lever
club house.
SAYS MEN WHOM HE IS EXPOSING South Carolina, Graham of Illinois, UNITED STATES IS REQUESTED sas Natural Gas company on the or- BOTH HOUSES OF THE PARLIA
der of the Kansas utilities commisTO INFORM WORLD WHAT
Lobeck of Nebraska, Deal of Texas,
MENT DECLARE THEY WILL
ARE PIRATES AND WORTHY
the state and federal
Bowman
sion,
of
directing
John
H.,
IT
Texas,
DO
PLANS
TO
.Stephens,
RESIGNS
STAHL
REFUSE CONCESSIONS
OF NO CONSIDERATION
JAKE,
receivers to extend the pipe lines into
of Pennsylvania, Clarke e Missouri,
Chicago, July 15. According to in
Oklahoma to secure more gas. The
Humphries of Mississippi, Carter of
formation derived from an authorita
Washington, July 15. One of the case came to Judge Marshall's court
the Oklahoma, BrarTiey or Georgia, Hull
Peking, China, July 15. Russia toWashington.
July
tive source this afternoon, Manager
its
powers,
great
European
through
when
BurPollock
Kansas
the
of
senate lobby committee resumed tak- of Tennessee, Pnlkley of Ohio,
Judge
day suddenly presented to the Chinesa
Stahl has severed his connection with
diplomatic representative here, has district court
case
the
that
Focht
of
Towner
OverIowa,
of
Chairman
requested
government new demands requiring
Texas,
gess
called the attention of Secretary Bry- be transferred
the world's champion Boston Ameri- ing testimony today,
Ar- from his court.
man
to
to con- of Pennsylvania, Gardner of Massawent
the
House
White
recognition of the full autonomy of
an to the chaotic condition in Mexico
cans. Differences between the manguments were made this afternoon outer Mongolia, declaring China to be
de- chusetts, Henry George,' Jr., of New
with President Wilsonu.
fer
He
and the effect upon the welfare of its
ager and President, James McAleer clined to
ses suzerain, only, binding China to accept
say what he had discussed York, Henry, R. L., of Texas, Hinds citizens there, with polite inquiry as following a prolonged morning
of the Boston club are given as the
B. Russian intermediation and recogniz- A.
sion
at
which
General
Manager
of
of Maine, Lindnerg
Minnesota, to what the
United States proposes Macbeth
cause of Stahl's act, but McAleer with the president.
extensions
testified
T.
the
L.,
of
R.
itansas,
Reily,
R.,
Rees,
s
g an me nguis conceaea w ttusa-Senator Reed started Martin M.
to do.
himself will direct the team temporcould not be made and' more gas supof Vermont.
of
foster
Connecticut,
by the agreement and protocol signed
Whether the 'inquiry was part of a
testimony today on a letter to
.,
arily.
plied at the present rates.
at Urga, the capital of Mougolia, on
on
G.
concerted movement
Mulhall from Dr.
the part of
Langtry Crockett
November 3, 1912.
of Thomaston, Maine, dated July 1,
European powers to bring the state
WOOL MARKET BETTER
Both houses of :he Chinesa parlia1913.
Crockett was one of the men
PLANE TURNS OVER
department to a declaration of its
Boston, July 15. Inquiry for fine
AOQITIliNAL CHANCE 18 who worked with Mulhall in the
ment
have been hastily summoned to
McCor-mick'- s
denot
did
Mexico
Harold
toward
15.
Chicago, July
fight wools has been inore marked during purpose
consider
the .demar.da. Strong opposito
former Congressman Little-field- . the past week wmle the wool business velop today. Reports from the; City
recently purchased hydroplane,
them
to
is voiced ty botii Chintion
inof
to
would
Mexico
aviation
warrant
appear
driven by Max Lil'iie, an
ADDED TO MATRIMONY
The doctor's letter was in part: as a whole has been of fair volume
conclusion. Until very recently structor, turned over in Lake Michi- ese and foreigners, and great exicte-inen- t
"I have just read your confession compared with Unit of other recent that
prevails at the unexpected turn
President Wilson has attached little gan two miles from shore today,
I believe weeks.
in the New York World.
Prices have continued firm
to rumors of outside In- when In making a turn one of the of events.
POSTAL CLERK WEDS GIRL HE
Importance
it all, excepting your statement that with a slight tendency against the
Two American warships, the gunfluence being brought to bear to pontoons "stubbed" a wave. Lillie
NEVER SAW AND KNOWS
you are doing it for the good of hu- buyer.
cause the United States to recognize was thrown clear of the machine and boats Helena and Samar, are in the
BUT LITTLE ABOUT
manity. This humanity business of Although no a a of special import the Huerta regime.
feiu Kiang
clung to it until rescued. Lillie had international fleet off
I cannot swallow. Whether you have been reoeiv
the outlook for the
yours
is in prog,
now
where
half
to
fighting
lake
for
over
is
heavy
the
A
It
be
six months
apparent
been skimming
beginning
Pueblo, Col., July 15.
do any good or not time alone can market is const
ed more cheerful,
northern
governsome
soon
ress
the
must
between
occurred.
be
there
accident
the
that
when
an
very
hour
parcourtship by correspondence by
been m Some de- - official declaration on the
a Ohio fleeces b;i
to Mr McCormick, a
of John ment forces and the provincial troops
subject
ties who had never seen each other tell; but you surely have kicked up
t r, lit of terri- reassure the European powers of the D. Rockefeller, was not present but of Kiangsi province.
ended here this afternoon when stink in this neck of the woods. Ijmand. A goner
out
a. gootS :ihig' off'.l ftry vvooiff Ii&h
vu
tit CtCCu&t is" ivioteciibn t,i 'vlielr 'citizens' and obj- scores of bathers alons the ieaca -- Today's dispatches to toe state, deare
you
hope
getting
Harry R. Coats of this city and Miss
new wools
ects against pecuniary loss by the witnessed the mishap."
partment say that the many" foreignHelen Lucille Hunt of Hillsboro, Tex., of this for you surely have bedaubed hands this week, principally
and continuance of present conditions.
Idahos
Nevadas,
Utahs,
ers at Kui Kiang are unguarded, but
Including
were married by Rev. Weyer of the yourself.'
n
Eusentiment is beno
some
fear
officials
that
Wyomings.
that
whole
"On
the
is
down
here
who
the
Failing,
First Baptist church. Coats,
people
I know It Is true. Oliver
21 years old, is night clerk in the believe It.
ropean powers may themselves take UHGES LARGER SALARY lieved to exist The report from tne
American legation at Penmg says
steps to restore peace.
postoffice. Six months ago he saw the Otis Is clamoring for me to be taken
TARIFF REPORT APPROVED
Silence.
the result of this fighting is as yet
Miss
a
in
number
Hunt
of
be
to
there
Keeps
Bryan
and
pumped
picture
Washington,
15. Democrats of
July
Washington,
BRYAN
SECRETARY
Road and telegraphic comwas
asked
unknown.
FOil
today
of newspapers after she had been dry. I am ready to go. I hope you
Secretary Bryan
the senate finance committee met to- if
munication to Kuling, the summer revoted the prettiest girl in Texas. She are getting a good thing out of it or
any foreign power had made repand approved the majority report resentations to him
sort for foreigners in central China,
regarding the sitwas a telephone operator aged 1 7 are putting the knife into some of the day
TO is interrupted.
by Chairman Simmons on uation in Mexico. His reply was a SENATOR
prepared
HATES
BRISTOW
was
the
Coats
years.
captivated by
pirates that did not like you. You the tariff bill.
MEMBERS
CABINET
SEE
The troops in Kiang Si province
flat declination to discuss the subpictures of the girl and wrote her and I know they were an ungrateful
cirLECTURE
TO
OBLIGED
The
corsaid to have been the aggresare
in
way.
diplomatic
a letter. Since that time they
any
ject
bunch.
own
which
idea
of
to
Its
sors.
has
The movement Is headed by
here
cle
In
response
responded regularly.
"Now, don't back down; stand by
Bris-to15.
Senator
in
one
but
July
is,
come
Washington,
to
the
the
former military governor of Kiang
inquiring
power
his pleadings she agreed to
your colors. If you need me just call.
today SI, who was recently removed from
introduced a resolution
the absence of any announcement
Pueblo to marry him and arrived I don't care if you sold my letters,
TODAY IN CONGRESS
from the state department, none of aimed at Secretary Bryan's statement office and who ha3 as allies General
shortly before noon today.
but if you just gave them away, it Is
the diplomats will make any state- that he was obliged to go on a lec- Huang Hshing, one of the leaders of
mean of you. If you get enough out
ment which could be quoted with au- ture tour because of an Insufficient the nationalist or soutnorn party, and
it and need the price, why all right. Washington, July 15. Senate: In
official salary, calling on President the president of the national senate.
thority.
session.
Any way we will not quarrel."
Wilson to report what salary would
WEST IS GIVEN
made
one
has
inquiry,
The agreement, signed at Urga In
power
That
to
continued
Lobby investigation,
to
Mr.
ofto
enable
No
Fred C. Schwedtman, secretary to hear Mulhall
sufficient
Bryan
be
is
known
November was as follows:
positively.
however,
testify.
will remain permanently at his, post. ObPresident Van Cleve, wrote Mulhall on
state
of
the
ficial
department
noon.
at
Met
"By an agreement signed on Nocem-be-r
House:
DIVGilCE DECREE
senators
preSecdemocratic
1907:
of
view
of
in
9,
situation
the
August
jection
3, Russia undertakes to ail MonTook up Newlands bill amending discuss
"There are some large things brew- Erdman act for mediation and arbi- retary Bryan's declination to talk vented its immediate consideration.
golia and to maintain he jiitononioua
The Bristow resolution called atten- government which she as
WIFE OF PROMINENT ENGLISH- ing and there is every indication that tration of difficulties between rail- about it.
in our tariff campaign we have with
tion to Mr. Bryan's predecessors who She will support her rilit to niai:uaia
American Interests Guarded.
MAN
HUSSAND
PROVED
ways and their employes.
to
continue
us the majority of the republican it,
American warships
served with salaries ranging from a national existence and exclude both
WAS NOT FAITHFUL
interests
that
over
American
senators
stand
eakn
and
and
$3,500 to $3,000, and declared
guard
ing congressmen
the presence of Chinese noop3 md the
.o
Pacific
was
ports.
and
one
Mexican
in
compelled
them
too."
gulf
of
than
"not
that,
,
di-up
higher
colonization of her territory by the
Loudon, July 15. A decree of
INSURE
The battleship South Carolina swings neglect the duties of his office Ac- Chinese. The Mongoiiau sovereign
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on Sepvorce was granted today to Mis.
at anchor in the harbor ot Tampico. cuse of the megerness of the salary." and
government will assure io RusGeorge Corwallis-West- ,
formerly Lady( tember 5, 1907, bringing in the name
Minnesota and
was in- the
and
battleships
the
EXPENDITURES
that
is
It
salary
stated
Y01R
war:
of
Mr.
then
of
sian subjects and Russian commerce
Taft,
secretary
Randolph Spencer Churchill, a daughNew Hampshire are at Vera Cruz. !rpMifi tn $12 ono in 1911. but that the
as heretofore a full eiilargemen: of
ter of the late Leonard Jerome of; "You saw, of course, where SecreThe,, Michigan ana Louisiana am.tu .,great cornmoner, who now occupies
New York. The decree may be made tary Tat't referred tothe National Asthe rights and privileges enumerated
can .insure
You
yourself
,
the
yesterday at Vera Cruz to relieve the
offlce
gtated
the protocol, no other foreign subin
absolute in six months.
sociation of Manufacturers at great
norm.
return
against fire, burglary, illness,
will
Minnesota, which
of $10,000 is not sufficient to enable
The grounds for granting the decree, length in his Columbus address. If we
and
in
fact,
accident
ject in Monoglia being granted fuller
death,
On the Pacific side the cruiser him to live
comfortably and that he rights than those of Russia."
were statutory desertion and miscon- succeed in getting the council plans
almost
calamity
the
any
and
against
Pittsburgh is at Guaymas
is compelled to neglect his duties and
duct. The hearing lasted only a few! thoroughly established, then our power
There are
The recently proposed agreement deyou can Imagine.
Denver is at Toplobampo.
on the lecture platform to eorn a clared that Russia acknowledged outgo
after
look
minutes.
that
for good will grow right along and
companies
big
living."
No mention was made in court of, next year during the presidential camer Mongolia as Chinese territory,
.such matters for you and to
England Says Nothing
Attention was called further to the while China agreed that Mongolia was
the name of the woman alleged to paign we will a factor of national imwhom you pay certain stipuof
statement
The
15.
London, July
Mexican, Japanese, British and other to have autonomy. The Peking govhave been
Mr.
lated premiums.
portance tliat cannot be overlooked."
Mexico City regarding representations
'
international
can
questions before the ernment agreed not to send soldiers '
and
never
counsel
You
your family
stated,
"In the days of Gushing," testified
to their respective governments by the
which, the resolustate
insurance
department,
little
obeyed the order of the court decree-- ' Mulhall on another
start
a
company
subinto outer Mongolia, which wa3 to
point, "there were
diplomats there on the
European
not receiving full
were
tion
own
the
restitution
of
for the protection
iug
alleged,
of your
conjugal rights, never any books and there never was
Unithe
have its own officers and police. Rustaken
by
ject of the position
and this constituted desertion. Mrs.
consideration. It ended by requesting sia
of your purse, is this way you
is
Mexico
We
all
had
name.
officially
toward
agreed not to send soldiers into.
ted States
any designation by
Cornwalls-VVest- ,
the president to give prompt attention
will be both insurer and informally corroborat- - numbers. I was 11, Littlefield was
except as consular guards lu
Mongolia
confirmed.
ed counsel's statment regarding her
to the matter and report to congress accordance with the terms of
sured.
was
however,
office,
previous
nine and Sherman
The British foreign
eight."
husband's
with the
what salary would be satisfactory
By buying the Optic each day
treaties. She further agreed not. to
declines to discuss the matter or to
Senator Reed wanted to know more
coun
a
restitutiona'i order. She said her hus
the
few
"relieve
time
could
minutes'
that congress
apd taking
send colonists into Mongolia, but reexpress any opinion, on the ground
band left her on December 23, 1912, about the association's tariff and reci.
to read the advertisements you
of a great deal of loss it suffers
try
s
delicate.
too
the extensive commercial
tained
is
that the subject
and never returned! He had written prcclty activities.
can protect yourself against
in being deprived of the services of
In
the
with
treaties
accorded
Manu
"The National Association of
her saying he. never intended to rethe loss occasioned by foolish
the secretary of state luring which
BULGARIANS ARE DEFEATED
head Llama of Mongolia.
facturers created and solely created the!
turn.
;
he may be on the lecture platform."
buying. You and your family
'
Saloniki, July 15. The Greek comAn inquiry agent testified that the tariff commission," declared Mulhall.
was
owe it to yourselves to make
?
resolu'ion
rait
the
Reading of
mander reports that Bulgarian troops,
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on Ocsure that every dollar spent is
respondent was with a woman not
ed by broad smiles on the repnWicru
the
of
advance
the
before
KILLED BY AUTO
fleeing
the petitoner in a London hotel in tober 5, 1907, of "certain work which
well spent.
side of the chamber. Senators, Kern.
Greeks yesterday, burned the village
is no better way to do
March, registering as Captain ,and Mr. Brownell Is doing unearthing the
on
There
wer
democrats
other
Ce.iar Rapids, la., July 1.". J. P.
'
of Doxat, south of Drama on the rail- Lewis and
connection between Gompers and the
Mrs. West.
nn.1 JOiHi'im of
this than to familiarize yourwas
concluded
it
before
their
feet
Webster, la. asej i
road, between, that place and Kavala,
Cornwallis-Wes- t
Mrs.
gave her national democratic convention comself with the best articles manV:h-consideration.
to
its
V
J
was
vbtn
a't an' h io i ,
objected
inhabitants.
of
the
500
and massacred
brief evidence in a collected manner mittee."
ufactured and offered1 for sale
rules of the senate it went over un- by Anna V u i im t. 'i ! 1 t e
the
of
as
result
a
ensued
Heavy fighting
"Who was Brownell?" csked Senand in a firm voice. She was dressed
in the leading shops This Innight 1 ts'ic Kt i! i,
It,
which the Greeks occupied the town til the next session.
in a quiet, dark blue costume and ator Nelson.
formation may be had by readwhe an arm broken and Archie pm
Senator
Williams,
democrat,
Zeres.
of
northeast
30
miles
of
Drama,
"Chief of the publicity bureau of
black hat, and stood on the witness
ing the advertising columns of
The Bulgarians fled1 in disorder, leav had not heard the introduction of the shoulder blade broken. Jonrv.ioii bii
unmoved by the the Association of Manufacturers.
stand apparently
the OPt'0 systematically and
i i
n rk'
In t'i a mi
on resolution, demanded to know :lr been
ing 70 wagon loads of ammunition
great crowd which had been attracted They were trying to bribe Gompers
regularly.
V
it.
Ira
nori'i'-vfor
flwvii
aft'T
was
responsible
field.
the
to the court by the case.
at that time."
ure wod'id be followed by an attempt
cu the part of the board to "induce
the parties to submit their controversy to arbitration and in case of
arbitration special boards of either
three or live mediators would be
chosen by1 Ihe railroads and the env
ployes."

EUROPE

ADVISES MULHALL

RUSSIA BRISTLES

STOP

23,-00- 0

HIS
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Diggs-Caminet- ti

IN

HER BACK

DCO

PRICE

CHINA

Mul-hall'-

New York July 15. The status of
the Erie railroad may be the first
question demanding solution when
proceedings are started under the proposed Newlands law looking to the
arbitration of the demands of the conductors and trainmen against the eastern railroads.
Erie officials said again today that
they refused to be a party to any arbitration and the union leaders contend that no road can be dealt with
individually. This might deadlock the
proceedings unless one or the other
withdraws its stand, or some compromise were reached.
W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Firemen and
Engine-men- ,
met with a committee of the
union today to draw up a set of specifications in which it is alleged that
the railroads have not la all respects
lived up to the terms of the recent
award in the firemen's case. This will
be submitted to the conference
e
tomorrow.
com-mite-

Newlands Bill Approved.
Washington, July 5. The house
judiciary committee at an early meeting today agreed to the Newlands
bill for amending the Erdman act in
a manner satisfactory to the railroads
and their employes.
Chairman Clayton will call the bill up for passage
when the house meets at noon.
Just how yesterday's White House
conference was brought about became
known today when officials there
stated that Mrs. J. Borden Harriman
of the new industrial commission has
informed them that a strike was imminent unless an agreement on a
board' of mediation could be secured.
President Wilson and Secretary
Wilson were communicated with by
Secretary Tumulty and the conference subsequently arranged with the
help of Seth Low, president of the
National Civic Federation.
Two amendments were determined
by the house judiciary committee.
The senate was expected to accept
them without delay. One aims to
make possible any construction that
would authorize courts, by Injunction
or otherwise, to compel an employe
in 'eihif Tim rvthol sraa tn nrnvlflf
details for filing the awards with
district courts.
In its perfected form the new law
would furnish machinery expected to
open up the possibilities of arbitration and federal mediation. "The new
law would establish the "United
States board of mediation and conciliation," to consist of federal "commissioner of mediation and conciliation," and two other officials of tne
government to be designated by the
This beard could be appealed to to intHvtne in a railroad
lsbor dispute by either party and
would first use Its best efforts, by
mediation and conciliation, to bring
the disputants to an agreement. Fail-'
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FARfi 1GT01 FAIR CRYSTAL BUYS
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MUDDLE IS NOV

LBUQUERQUE

IN COURT

CREAMERY

IS ASKED TO
INJUNCTION
STRAIN COUNTY COMMISSIONERS APPROPRIATING $500

DON'T. YOU
YOU HAD
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WISH
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THE BANKRUPT SUNSHINE PLANT THE MONEY YOU PAID FOR ROAD
GOES OVER THE BLOCK FOR
TAX PRIOR TO 1913 BELONG-

RE-

SUM OF $6,050

ED TO YOU

FOR FALL

Albuquerque, N. M., July 15. Spirit
Albuquerque, N. M. July 15 The deSanta Fe, N. M., July 15. The
strained condition of affairs existing ed bidding featured the sale yesterday cision c the supreme court ma i i lai
in San Juan county over the question of the Sunshine creamery to the Crys week in the case of the state of New
of a county fair, Farmington having tal Creamery company of Las Vegas, Merico vs. Byerts and Buehl, and inthe last E. R. Russell, representing that con- volving the legality of the road tax
given a fair for years, and
We have just received a large shipment of advance
makes cern, bidding $0,050, considered the assessed against residents of Albu
which
law
a
legislature passing
styles in women's coats lor Fall. These are of
coun- highest and best bid. The Sunshine querque, in favor of roads in the counthe
at
fairs
county
for
it possible
the popular "Wooltex" make and are unsurpassed in style, quality and beauty.
the was sold at public auction by P. F. ty districts, sustains the contention
ty seat, Aztec, to he given $500 for
followln
made on behalf of the syndicate of
These garments will be placed on display Tuesday,
payment of premiums on agricultural, McCanna, special master,
July 15 th,, and whether or not you are interest'
horticultural and live stock exhibi- foreclosure on a mortgage by the State railroad men who employed Marron
in
we
ed
will be pleased to have you inspect the new styles,
coats,
tions, has resulted in the Farmington National bank. To protect the mort and Wood of this city to test the law
B.
ot
C.
Abbott
J.
the
tax
E.
and
was
gage
holds
the
Herndon,
that
representing
and,
illegal
directors asking Judge
the first district for a restraining or- State National, started off the biddin could not be collected under the law
ATTRACTIVE PRICES
SUITS AND CHESSES
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Seasonable Adivce on the Health of
Children in Hot Weather
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Down in Mind

and What Helped Her.

FIRE
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sixteen-thou-sandt-
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Unable to Wort,

lecio! Excursion Hales

Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I. began taking Cardui, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now AS
years years old, lout feel as
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would do

CALIFORNIA J? NORTHWEST
Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego

--

Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle Special dates, shorter limit -

them."

--

If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak women for
more than 50 years, and will help you,
too..
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
Wriit tn: Chattanooga Medicins Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept., Chatlanooga, Term., for Stniat
Instructions on your case and e
book. "Home
itgotiuciu iwr rronidn, in plain wrapper. i.j, 121

$48.50
43.50
55.00
$50.00
$77.50
72.50

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
further. particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket
office.
in either direction, and for

DON'T use a cough medicine containing opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and If the medicine
these harmful opiates refuse it.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, Is healing and
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

con-tain- s'

D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent

MARKING GRAVES
A
15
Chattanooga, Tenn., July
philanthropist whose name has not
been made public recently donated
money sufficient to provide bronze
tablets to mark the graves of more
than 1,000 confederate soldiers in the
cemetery here. The first of these tablets was placed today. The grates of
the soldiers have been unmarked since
the original wooden head posts rotted
away years ago.

MONEY TO LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.

Why not Invest your money in Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of them.
A FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is Mo
GEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness' of the bowels.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

3

The Investment and Agency
Preet and

GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Corporation
Mgr.
603 Lincoln Avenue.
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CHILDREN'S

LADIFS

DRESSES

Brown, Durrell

'

THREE WOMEH

TESTIFY

2,971,-000,00-

DRESSES
35c Ginghams.

25c

-

Aue-ghanie- s.

Mrs.

Linens

15c Gauze' Vests

12c

20c Gauze Vests

15C

25c Gauze Vests

20c

60c Gicghams.

45c

65c Ginghams.

50c

75c Ginghams

60c

35c Gauze Vests....".

$1.25 Middy Suits

95c

50c Gauze Vests

$1.50 Middy Suits
$1.75 Middy Suits

AT COST
25

$1.35

one-fourt- h

If

Underwear

in Lawns and

Men's
Bodbriggcvn

AND

Fancy

35c

Ribbons

75c Unions

..27ic
37c
65c

-

$1.00 Unions

gQc

19c
Boy's
3 PIECES ONLY

Bedforlifijeuri

Underwear

Wash Silk 6oc
Underwear
50c Quality 35c Quality 35c 25c Quality 20c
LATE ARRIVALS

.,j

'

t

1

'

fuirslapwcJ

Bargains in
Every

Department

Sashes, Veils,
Bar Pins, Neck
wear. Belts, I!a?'s

KIMONAS
In Crepes and
Lawns All Colors

"The Store That Sells For

I
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continue to receive the benefits, priv
ileges and protection ol friends. The
temper of the people of Bandon might
wll be reflected throughout the country, to the end that all who are dissatisfied with existing conditions should
either try to correct them in a patriotic anj legitimate manner or seek
more favored and more "enlightened''
places of residence. It would be ideal
for the country if all the frothing anarchists could be deported to some
congenial spot where they could spend
their time in delivering windy harangues on "liberty" and defaming the
flag to their hearts' content. But this
being impossible, the next best thin;
is to insist that those who avail them-- j
selves of the flag's protection render
to It, at least the outward semblance
of respect.

ACCUSEsSlAND

$ .05

.15
65

.....$7.50

OF CAUSING A PANIC

Daily, by Mail
One Year,

$6.00
3.00 SENATOR

Six Months

THOMAS DEFENDS THE
WILSON TARIFF BILL OF
1893 IN A SPEECH

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

ELLIFMIZ

GETS

PROMOTION TO
ST. LOUIS
OF THE
WILL HAVE CHARGE
RESTAURANT
UNION DEPOT
IN THE MISSOURI CITY
In the future, when Louis C. Taylor,
clerk in the office of the Santa Fe
division storekeeper,, goes to visit
home folk he will Journey to St .Louis
instead of to Newton, Kan., Mr. Taylor's 6tepfather, R. B. Ellifrltz, having
been promoted to a good position In
the Missouri City. The Santa Fe Em
ployes' magazine has the following article concerning Mr. ElUfritz:
The many friends of R. B. ElUfritz,
assistant division superintendent of
eating houses, with headquarters In
Newton, Kan., will be glad to learn
of his recent promotion to the management of the union station restaurant, operated by Fred Harvey, in St.
Louis, the change carrying with it increased responsibilities and Incidentally remuneration.
Mr. ElUfritz has been with Fred
Harvey 12 years, having served as
manager of every house on the Frisco
system. He has been assistant superintendent for the past eight years, part of
the time on the Texas division and
the remainder on the Kansas and
division. Mr. Ellifritz's
Oklahoma
most conspicuous showing of ability
was made during his management of
the house at Dallas, where the effecs
of his conscientious efforts were evidenced in the cash book. He assumed management of the St. Louis house
on June 26, and that he will continue
to make good goes without question,

15
Senator
July
Washington,
Thomas, democrat of Colorado, la a
speech defending the Wilson tariff
bill of 1893 from responsibility for
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip the financial panic which followed',
charged former President Cleveland
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or and the New York hanks with comder. If sent otherwise we will not plicity to preclpii:it'e a calamity to
force repeal of the Sherman silver
be responsible for loss.
act
Specimen copies free on
Though denouncing the 1893 bill as
"a most miserable pretense to tariff
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT reform," he branded th New York
stock exchange as the "most pro
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
digious gambling hell" of any age
PAID FOR
and the Monte Carlo of American fi
are guaranteed
the nance.
Advertisers
"It is the swindlers' paradise," he
largest daily and weekly circulation
"It Is a huge vampire
continued.
New
in
northern
any
newspaper
pf
blood from the arteries
sucks
the
that
Mexico.
of Industry. It Is an unincorporated,
irresponsible monstrosity, beyond the
TELEPHONES
ODD FELLOWS' INSTALLATION
laws. It Is the antithesis of
Main 2 pale of
Business Office
Last night in its lodge rooms the
common
It
fair
and
honesty.
dealing
News Department
Main 9
Las
Vegas lodge of the Independent
It is the
has sanctified speculation.
of Odd Fellows held its annual
Order
influand
most pernicious
corroding
TUESDAY, JULY 15, 1913.
Installation of officers. The ceremoence In the lana." '
nies were under the direction of DepDIOFAMING T.iiiFLAG
uty Grand Master Ed Comstock. Those
NEW COURSE OF STUDY
installed were: noble grand, Frank
The state board of education has
The patriotic citizens of the little
Fries; vice grand, John Friedenstine;
town of Bandon, Ore., took the bull by created a, new course of study for the
secretary, T. M. Elwood; treasurer,
the horns the other day and exiled a public schools of the state. The course Karl Wertz. After the installation the
socialist editor who defamed the is described In a printed manual which report of the secretary for the
past six
flag by his inexcusable tirades in his is sent to all the schools and teachers months was read. The lodge is In a
.paper, says the Kansas City Journal. in the state. In this manual is given prosperous condition
financially and Is
He was told that his presence in the a list of studies and also sample ex
pleased with the work of the Odd Feli
community would not be tolerated and aminations and programs for special lows' home at Roswell.
It
ne was warned not to continue to in-- 1 days, such as Flag Day and Washingwork and owes many of Its
doing
good
IU t it upon the people, who would not ton's birthday.
furnishings to the auxiliary lodge of
ndure the foul insults he had heapThe new course of study eliminates Rebeccas.
Refreshments were serv-afte- r
ed upon the nation's emblem.
geography and physiology from the rethe Installation.
That is the proper course to pursue quired work, substituting agriculture,
with those who entertain such a de domestic science and domestic art.
plorable conceptioa of their relation to The pupil Is given the choice of these
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the flag which represents the liberty subjects. This course of study was
Chicago,
July 15. Wheat eased off
that all enjoy. It Is the fashion with gotten up by a committee appointed
in
absence of any proof that
the
the socialists of a certain stripe, with by the state board of education. Those today
the
of
rust northwest had been
reports
the anarchists and I. W. W. to traduce on the committee were Frank H. H.
well founded. Generally fair weather
the flag by way of voicing their pro- Roberts, chairman; Alvan N. White,
in that direction tended also to dispel
test at existing conditions. They im secretary; C. C. Hill and Bonifacio
fears concerning the plague. Weak
agine they are settling the problem Montoya.
cables counted too against the bulls.
by showing their "contempt" for the
Opening prices were a shade to
flag of their country, as though that
lower.
September, which started at
ever settled anything. By abusing the
S6
to 87, a loss of a, shade to
,
liberty which all enjoy in com-- ;
fell to S6. Big primary receipts and
themselves!
mon theiy
conceive
lack of export inquiry led to a more
to be more "independent"
It is
decided market. The close was steady
the common subterfuge of the sociowith September lower at 8686.
logical outlaw, to announce that he is
Drought and heat In Kansas made
above all authority and therefore
corn market
firm. September
the
"free." Because he is disgruntled at
to
up at 61 to
unchanged
opened
conditions by which he is governed,
to 61.
61
rallied
and
touched
61,
he magnifies himself Into an assumed
A further advance took place but
to David Kerr, boss of Belimportance that is grotesquely out of
selling by a leading house brought
mont, when his charming,
proportion to his real measurements
about a setback. The close was steamotherless daughter Gloria
and dimensions. But when such an infor September, a net
dy at 60
dividual is taken at his word and is
unexpectedly returned from
.
loss of
school and a European trip,
suppressed by the real authority of
down
Speculative selling carried
which he loudly proclaims his "indewhich, combined, had kept
oats. September started unchanged to
pendence," those men who are in
her away from home for
and dropped
lower at 39 to 39
sympathy with him raise an outcry of
to 3839.
many years and deprived
"persecution." Catiline defined banishher of all knowledge of the
Although provisions showed some
ment as "being set free from daily conon account of an advance at
of
her
strength
father,
occupation
tact with things he loathed." From
the market afterward rethe
yards,
whom
she
be
supposed to
bis viewpoint he was logical and he
laxed
because
of selling pressure from
a teal estate operator, high
should have made no complaint ; neiththe longs. First transactions were a
er should those who are exiled from
in society. But that was
shade to 7
higher with September
contact with those they hate and .debut the beginning of emas follows: Pork $20.85 to
options
'
fame.
barrassments. Kerr was a
$20.90; lard $1U7Q to $11.72; ribs
The truth is that the flag must and
typical boss of the most
$11.67. The closing quotations:
will wave over all the people of the
brutal type, far removed
Wheat, July 84; September 86;
republic, tie good and the bad. Under
December
from
determined
89.
"society,"
St must bo worked out the nation's des- Corn, July 60;
September 60;
his
make
to
to
use
a
power
Is
tiny. It responsible for none of the
December
57.
place for Gloria. Gloria's
wrongs that may exist, no matter how
Pork, July $21.80; September $20.90.
bitterawakening to the truth,
grievous some of them may be. There
Lard, July $11.57; Sept. $11.67;
her falling in love with a
is no "secession" possible at this stage!
October
$11.72; January $10.57.
of the country's development. That!
young editor who opposes
Ribs, July $11.65; Sept. $11.45:
question was settled long ago. The
her father, and many other
people may exile; men may banish
incidents make up a drama
themselves; but they cannot abolish
of absorbing interest and
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
the flag and all the treasonable mouth-lug- s
You
will
power.
enjoy every
in which its enemies indulge
New York, July 15. Although there
instalment of our next serial
should ba answered In a manner that
was no well sustained demand for
in which the above is told,
will convince them of the futility of
stocks, the trend was upward during
trying 'to do so. The flag Is here and
the morning. Operators said the firm
it is going to stay. Those who live
tone ot the market was due to the exunder it do so as either friends or
tent of the short Interest, which Is
enemies. If the latter, they must ex
pronounced In some quarters to bo
pect to be treated as such. There is;
the largest of the year. For the first
to
Read It!!
no midway status, where men may
time in several days Europe took an
somluet. themselves as enemies; andj
Interest in this market London and

One Year
Six Months

i

$2.00
1.00

Berlin bought Canadian Pacific, and
Paris sold the low priced group of
coppers.
Prices were at the level of the day.
Canadian Pacific increased its gain to
nearly 2 points. Bonds were steady.
Completion of the London buying
left the market bare of orders, and
during the noon hour trading came to
a halt. The list maintained its firm
tone, however, and .except In a few
cases the morning's advances were ful
ly maintained.
Bear traders made efforts to scale
down the slender gains of the princi
pal stocks, but were not able to inns-tea sufficient following to affect
quoted values greatly. Reading was
depressed to within a small fraction
of yesterday's close, but otherwise the
market stubbornly resisted such slight
pressure as was imposed by the limited offerings.
The market closed strong. In the
r

15, 1913.

late trading prices gradually worked
upward and best figures of the day
were reported in the final
ur. A
number of less active stocks participated with the leaders in advance;
American Tobacaco gained 5 points;
Third Avenue 2, Interborough Met. 1
and Western Maryland and Brooklyn
Transit 1. Smelting scored a compl-t- e
recovery, folowlng the attorney general's denial of the rumor that proc
had been begun against the company. The last sales were:
64
Amalgamated Copper
107
Sugar
95
Athclson
106
Northern Pacific
.....157
Reading
91
Southern Pacific
145
Union Pacific
United States Steel
, 53
104
United States Stee) pfd

dressed beef steers $7.407.50; west-erKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
steers $6.508.20;
southern
Kansas iCyt, July 15. Hogs, recows $4.507;
Market strong to 5 steers $5.758.15;
ceipts 15,000.
cents higher. Bulk $8.808.90; heavy calves $G9.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market strong
$8.808.85;. packers and butchers
$8.808.90; lights' $8.858.90; pigs to 10 cents higher. Lambs $5.758.10;
;
;
yearlings $56; wethers $4.255;
$7.508.50.
Cattle, receipts 10,000, i Market stea- ewes $3. 75 4. 50; stockers and feed;
ers $2.754.25.
dy. Prime fed
-

steerg-i$S.508:85-
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ICECOLD BUTTER niLK
AT THE CltEAMERY
ANY TIME - 15c GALLONS
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Bacharach's Are Showing Beautiful Wash Dresses the Kind
that Make Life Worth While in Warm Weather
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It Certainly Was

These dresses arrived late in the Season and involve all the
style brought out. Some are beautiful in the simplicity of make;

others are more elaborately trimmed. They are just what
you
want. Your inspection is invited. They come in Linens,
Ratines, Voiles and Embroideries
,

ALL READY MADE GARMENTS WILL BE SOLD AT

None Reserved
EXTRA

SPECIALS

-

OFI

1- -3

Goods Marked in Pleurv Figures

GOOD

JULY

15111.

- 161 Al 171

We Quote as Specials

ONLY A FEW LEFT

These Values Good

the Following
Goods

Messaline Silk Petticoats

Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday Only

Efiarrassiiii

$3 Silk Shirts

for men, each....$2.29

Very Special Tuesday and Wednesday at

$f.7&

$5 Tub Silk Men's

Shirts, each.$3,49
35e Porosknit Boys' Drawers and
23c
Shirts, per garment .
15 and 20c Men's Sox, black or tan,

per pair

10c

One lot of Women's

Oxfords, worth

$3.50 and $1, per pair
6

large

white,

,

pure

$2.59

Men's

linen,

Handkerchiefs, per box
.$1.25
,65c Silk Sox for men, ail sizes. pr.48c
20c Ribbed Children's Hose,
prl4c
50c
Ties, each..... .39c
35c Boys' Windsor Ties, each. .... 26s
$1.25 Shirts for Men, all sizes. ..33c
50c Boys' Caps, all sizes, each.. 39c
Four-in-Han- d

13

off Entire Stock of

Embroidesies
54 inck Flouncing that is superbly
beautiful.
75c Values . . . .
39c
$1.75 Values... .. .
$1.19
$4.00 Values....!....
2.67

1- -5

Up to the minute

gaods cold by an
sioro
up--to-dtat-

c

,

.

515- - 517 RAILROAD
AVENUE

n.

35

and 40c Francy Sripe Voiles, per

3rd

OFF

Men's Panama and

Sailor Straw Hats

26c

10

yards good Apron Gingham for 69c
$2 .25, $2.50 and $3
Corsets, Warner's

Rust-Proo-

j

i tie
orjaratiierr
EeCre

n

f

and

$3

.

.

Redfern

.$1.59

Corsets, your

choice
-- $2.49
15c Triple Knee Hose, for
boys, per

pair
$1

11c

Silk

Glove's,

black or

white
89c
5c Turkish Wash Rags, each
4c
$1.25 yard wide Wash
Jap Silks, per
yard
98o
20c Batistes, new patterns,
per yard
14c
35c Turkish Toweling, heavy weight,
per yard
28c
10 yards Percale,
book fold,
for .
79c
$1.25 Kid Gloves, black or colors, all
sizes, each
gs0

Every advertised

str-Us-

is gzmrszittcsd to
gtC satisfaction

the STonc of Quality
OPPOSITE

.

,i

E. Las Vegas.
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CASTANEDA HOTEL

N.M.
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PERSONALS
J. T. Noe of St. Louis, Mo., was a
commercial visitor In the city today.
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and son and
daughter were visitors in Santa Fe
yesterday.
S. B. Rohrer returned last night
from Pueblo, Colo., where he has
been on business for the past few
days.
A. E. Moyes of New York left last
night for his home after having been
a visitor in Las Vegas and vicinity
for the past month.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Hays have returned from the east where they have
been for the past four, weeks visiting
friends and relatives.
William Holmes, representative for
the Newton ?Halstead Milling company
of Newton, Kan., was a business visit"or In Las Vegas today.
Millard W. Brown has returned
from an extended trip to Washington
state, Vancouver and California. He
enjoyed his visit immensely.
Isaiah Hale, the "Safety Fjrst Man"
of the Santa Fe Railway company,
came in last night from his headquarters at Topeka for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Seligman of Santa
Fe came in last night for a two weeks'
stay in Las Vegas. Mr. Seligman Is
an officer of the First infantry of the
state militia with the rank of captain,
and will attend the encampment here.
M. A. Van Houten and Mrs. and Mrs.
J. P. Van Houten left today for" Portremain for
land, Ore., where they-wil- l
several weeks. M. A. Van Houten has
a number of valuable Interests In that
state and is making the trip for that
reason.
C. W. Kouns, general manager of the
freight department of the western division of the Santa Fe Railway company, came In this afternoon on train
"No. 10 and will leave tonight for his
"headquarters at Topeka. He Is traveling In his private business car No. 4.
Bruno Sulzbacher, the son of a former judge of Las Vegas and well
known here by all the old timers, Is
In Las Vegas for a few days' visit. Mr.
Sulzbacher is the son of Judge Louis
Sulzbacher who was one of .the best
known jurists In the state at one time.
Mr. Sulzbacher Is at present a member
of the largest firm of medical specialists in Kansas City. He will remain in Las Vegas for several days,
jenewing old acquaintances.
Judse" and Mrs. E. C. Abbott came
'In last night from their home at Santa
Fe and will remain in Las Vegas for
the coming two weeks. Judge Abbott
is the commanding officer of the First
infantry of the New Mexico National
Guard with the official rank of colonel,
and will take part in the maneuvers
of the state militia here. Judge Abbott Is judge of the First judicial district, but takes time to give the guard
the benefit of his military experience.
W. O. Bourne and son returned last
night in their Ford auto from Colorado, where they have been for the past
few weeks. Mr. Bourne visited Denver, Pueblo and a number of other
Colorado cities "during Ma visit. He
stated that he had taken special notice of the roads and found that with
a small cost that they could be placed
in excellent shape, but at present
they were practically impassable for
the tourist who has sbeen, accustomed
to driving on good roads.
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food

fluff.

eaten with a little cream,
condensed milk or fruit, is
delicious and gives one a

for hours.

There's a Reason"
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FOR THE, ACCOMMODATION
OF OUR. PATfLOBJS

HERE

WEDNESDAY

We will

be open until 8 o'clock tomorrow for the purpose
of cashing railway checks, receiving deposits, or for the transaction of
any

at (he
LIEUT.

5,

10 AND

MINI

G.

F.

EQUPPED

ROSELL IS WELL
BY EXPERIENCE

AND TRAINING

Lieut:

Roseil of the Twenty-seconinfantry, United States army,
arrived in Las Vegas iast night to
STOR
take charge of the instruction of the
New Mexico National guard state encampment, which sr.an.ed today
but will not ue in full swing
until
Lieutenant Rosell
Thursday.
25c
and
lic
Buggy Whip? at
is one of the best equipped men in
1 pair Men's and Boys' Link
the United States army for the in15c
. Cuff
Buttons
,
struction of state militias and has
1 pair Men's-GolPlated Cuff
been detailed
as instructor many
25c
Buttons times. He is a graduate from the fa5 cards Fish Eye Pearl Butmous training institution for army
25o
tons
officers, West Point, and there held
a high standing.
Granite Saace Pans with
25c
After graduating from West Point
Cover .
Lieutenant Roseil left for Baton
25c
3 pkgs. of Junket
Rogue, La;, where he entered the
3 pkgs. Assorted Teas.
25c
state university and where a?. i.i;
25c
Misses' Muslin Gowns
holds a high position as a military
25c
6 Corn Cob Pipes.
instructor. Lieutenant Resell stated
25c
this morning that he was more than
3 pkgs. Pickling Spices
pleased with the site of Camp Mc25c
2 Child's Rah-KaHats
Donald.
He stated that it was pos3 brass Extension Rods.-25c
sibly one of the best sites that he
25c
1 good
Broom
has ever visited when consideration
25c
1 doz. Mason Jar Caps
is taken of essentials that are neces1 doz. Masg:i F'.uit Jars, pts.75c
sary to make a camp well drained
and
guarantee that the sanitary con1 doz. Mason Fruit Jars, qts.90c
are perfect. He is certain
ditions
$1.00
$1.25 Hammocks
that the meet this year will turn out
$1.48
Croquet Sets
to be most successful. Interest all
1 doz. Mason Fruit Jars, cne-haover the state is great among the
militiamen. Lieutenant Roseil will go
gallon .......
to Oklahoma after the New Mexico
meet is finished and there conduct
a similar instructioa
course, after
T. H. Moen left last night for the which he will visit Camp Perry durDakotas where he will be on business ing the: big national rifle meet.
for several weeks.
Antonio Pacheco of Las Alamos
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
YOAKUM ARIIIVLS FOR
today, stopping at the Plaza hotel.
J. Fielding, the foreman of the convict camp at Lamy, came In this afterNEWMAN
BOU!
noon for a short visit with friends.
Mrs. F. J. Evans of Clovis, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. D. L. THE "IRON MAN" SAYS HE HAS
Batchelor, for the past 10 days, left
IMPROVED 50 PER CENT IN
this afternoon for home
PAST YEAR
James E. Thomas of Topeka, Kan.,
a director of the fiospital association
Stanley K. Yoakum, the "Iron Man"
of the Santa Fe railroad, is in town from Dallas,
Texas, arrived in Las Vefor a short business visit.'
this
from Albuquerque
afternoon
gas
Miss Madeline Veverka left this af- and will
soon for his
begin
training
ternoon for her home in Colorado. Miss bout with Louis Newman to be fought
Veverka has been visiting with Judge on July 24. Yoakum
fought here last
and Mrs. E. V. Long of this city.
in July and made a big hit with
year
Dr. J. P. Kaster, chief surgeon for the Las
Vegas fans.
the Santa Fe, was in town this afterHe stated this afternoon when he
noon inspecting the Santa Fe hospital. arrived that he
had improved fully 50
Dr. Raster's headquatrers is in Topeka.
v3
Howard E. Biibough of Rochester,
6
tt. Y., Is In town for a few days on
business. Mr. Biibough is opening up
a new field for the Rochester Stamping company.
E. V. Morris, the Santa Fe eye specialist, came in today from his home
in Lincoln, Neb. Mr. Morris is here
to test the eyes of the employes of
the Santa Fe.
Mrs. L. Rosenbaugh, accompanied
by her son, and daughter, left this af
ternoon for Pecos. Mrs. Rosenbaugh
has been visiting friends in this city
for the past week.
Julius Krause came in thi3 afternoon from Mora where he has been
spending his vacation with his brother,
Max. Mr. Krause will resume his duties at Bacharach's.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Bean are guests
of the Plaza hotel, where they will
1
remain unti'i they set up housekeeping. Mr. and Mrs. Bean were married in Maine a short time ago.
Mrs. A. Langston passed through
here this afternoon on her way to
"-Denver from Clovis where
she has
f
been visiting for the past week with
relatives. Mrs. Langston was accomy
panied by her daughter, Lena.
Jake Jensen, accompanied by William Tellier and a party of friends,
passed1 through hero this
morning
STANLEY YOAKUM
from their home on the mesa en route
to Hermit's peak,' where they wi'il
Lightweight Pugilist
camp for the next two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Powers and per cent since his battle with Unholz
children have removed to the Agua here and that there would be no deciPura .cottage overlooking the mouth sion to his coming bout with Newman
of the Hot Springs canyon, where but that it would he a clean knockout.
they will reside for ten days or more. Yoakum is a
fighter and
The powers have shut up their home many Las Vegas fans think he will
in Las Vegas.
be able to defeat, Newman on July
Will not start training until
the first part of tinxt week, but will do
AT BAPTIST CHURCH
'
The evangelistic meetings moved light work until then.
church
to
the First Baptist
last night
E. A. Mossman of Albuquerque was
where Mr. Runyan spoke in his forceUnithe, nusineRS visitors in this
among
"The
ful way upon the theme of
'
as
city
out,
today.
of
Sin,"
pointing
versality
the fact that man's only hope
TOUGH ON AMSTERDAM
of escape from the power and the
London, July 15. Miss Inez Milhol-land- ,
results of sin is in acceptance of the
the New York woman suffragist,
Christ. Meetings continue throughout the week In the Baptist church, was married today in this city to Eu
corner of Sixth' street and' Mala'
gene Boissevan, a wealthy Dutchman,
vhose home is in Amsterdam.
G. F.
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COMPANY G OF THE NATIONAL
GUARD IS ENCAMPED AND
READY TO ENTRAIN

Albuquerque, Ju'ly 15. Rows of
neatly arranged khaki army tents,
pitched on the Raynolds addition lots,
west of Eighth street on Gold avenue,
mark what is perhaps the finest of
the New Mexico National guard
camps which are bow occupied by various, companies throughout the state
of
preparatory to the mobilizing
troops at Las Vegas on Wednesday
for the state encampment.
The camp in the Raynolds addition
is occupied by Company G with Captain B. Hunter in command. Throughout the entire camp perfect order
prevails. Everything is spick and
span from the cook and mess tents
to the officers' quarters. Absolute
military discipline is enforced at all
times and will prevail until after the
guardsmen return to Albuquerque
after the encampment, which ends
'
"
July 26.
The members of Company G will
entrain at the Santa Fe station at 6
o'clock Wednesday morning. Various
companies from the Pecos val'iey and
the southern part of the state will
arrlvjj here Tuesday evening and
Wednesday morning. The military
men will leave" for the encampment
grounds at Las Vegas on a special
train at 7 o'clock Wednesday.
Company G will doubtless make a
splendid appearance at the encampment. Captain Hunter has been suc
cessful In getting together a fine ag
gregation of picked men who are
willing and anxious to become profic
ient in drilling and maneuvering.
Today the guardsmen will spend most
of the time brushing up on tactics
and practicing camp regulations.
The condition of Company G today
may he realized when It is remembered that In former years the
guardsmen were fortunate if they all
got on the train for the encampment
quarters after a mad scramble for instructions and equipment. Company,
G of today is ready to entrain at a
moment's notice and could' be at the
railway station within 30 minutes
after receiving marching orders.
There is more Catarrh In this
of the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure with local treatment, pronounced it Incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken Internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To'

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv. s

other business you may desire.

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

i

BAIN WAGO N

American League.
Boston 'at Chicago; clear.
Philadelphia at Detroit; cloudy.
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.
'

American Association.
Columbus at Milwaukee; clear.
Toledo at SL Paul; clear.
Indianpolls at Minneapolis; clear.
Louisville at Kansas City; clear.
Western League.
St. Joseph at Denver; clear.
Des Moines at Lincoln; clear.
Sioux City at Wichita; clear.
Omaha at Topeka; clear.
YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

Gross, Kelly & Co.

National League
At New York New York, 5; Cin

cinnati, 3.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 9; Chicago,
2.

'

')

St. Louis, 1.

American League
Detroit, 9; Philadelphia,

At Detroit
8.

At St. Louis St. Louis, 11; New
York, 1.
At Chicago Chicago, 8; Boston, 0.
At
Cleveland Washington,
4;
'
Cleveland, 3.
Western League
At Topeka Omaha, 8; Topeka, 5.
At WichitaSioux City, 5; Wichita,
At Lincoln

son-sroin-

g

Manager E. R. Russeil of the Crystal Creamery company stated this
morning that the Albuquerque plant
recently purchased by him will be
run on the same plan as it was operated and that the local agency will
also be operated without interruption.
With the two plants tnis company
now practically controls the creamery
industry in the s.tate. The local plant
is running full force each day and
with, the increased business in Albuquerque the company will produce a
large amount of butter, orders, are
coming in fast each day for tons of
butter and there is littel doubt but
that in a few years the industry will
grow to be one of the largest in the
west.

v

Des Moines, 4; Lincoln,

t
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STANDING CF THE CLUBS

Club
New York

National League.
Won Lost

Pet

52

24

.681

43

30

Chicago

42

Pittsburgh

39

38
39

.589
.525

Philadelphia

Brooklyn

..

36

Boston

34

St. Louis

32
31

Cincinnati

.500
.486

38
43

.442

47

.405

50

.375

Won

Lost Pet.

57

23
33

.......50
.........46

Washington

4G

Chicago
Boston
St. .Louis

39

.....35

Detroit

...35;
24

New York

Western

.713

37

.602
.554

39
40

.494

63
63

.398

54,

.30S

.641
.398

Denver
Des

.........

iincola, .... .h

topeka;,'.....'
Sioux City

Wichita

27

56

.46

Moines

Omaha
St. Joseph

League.

Won Lost Pet.

Club

.675
.548

..46

38
40

.535

44

39

.530

44

40

.524

33
34

48

.407

50

.405

..33

54

.379

;

Delicious Coffee
helps at whole lot in starting
the day right. Why not send your husband off smiling to withstand the tret and
fatigue of a hot day at the office? The best
assurance of del'cious coffee is to make it
in ideal fashion in an Electric Percolator.
An Electric Percolator is the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your
u
family are bound to appreciate.
:'.:
j
.'
, r ;
An Electric PercblM01" is Quick
Good coffee

American League

-

Y

Sole Agents

'

At Boston Boston, 2; Pittsburgh, 1.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
2;

Cleveland

AL-

THE OLD RELIABLE

National League.
Chicago at Brooklyn; clear.
Cincinnati at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
Pittsburgh at Boston; clear.

LOCAL PLANT TO HELP Philadelphia

PURCHASE OF CREAMERY AT
BUQUERQUE DOES NOT AFFECT INDUSTRY HERE

$112,000.00

TODAY'S BASEBALL

Club

AS BEFORE

TRUST CO.

(&

Subscribe for The Optic.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

LOST Between Schaefer's drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.

When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot wealher and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
WANTED Woman to assist in caring
feverish condition, corrects the stom-cfor an invalid. Mrs. Tipton, 1100
and checks looseness of the bow-els- .
Seventh street.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
FOR SALE Dining table, chairs,
Stlnes or bites of Insects that are
rocker and ladies' writing desk. See
followed by swellings, pain or Itching
or address Mrs. F. England, 1901
as
treated
promptly,
should be
they
BALLARD'S
SNOW
are poisonous.
Eighth street.
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
Is both antiseptic and healing. Price
FOR SALE Fresh milch cow. 3. A.
Sold
25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle.
Detterick, Phone Purple 5353.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
,

:
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and Economical
The operation of an Electric Percolator is
very simple. All you have to do is to put
water into the pot, the coffee into the container, and turn on the current. Percolation commences in less' than one minute
and the coffee is made without boiling
hence, delicious coffee without injurious

elements. Its simplicity of construction
and rapid heating qualities make it especially desirable.

The Las Ve4rs Lidht &' Power

'
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time, tire engines ana ends at tne fa ther earns and In the hands of
Miss Sweet Sixteen, the lilies dying.
bculoss, which is the emperor's

tou

PAPER TOUR OF

What does your daughter wear?
Clothes
that indicate
modesty?
Hardly!
A member of our staff was sent
to find out what young girls are
wearing. She did not go to. the shops
supported by the socially exclusive,
but to stores patronized by middle-class- ,
prosperous mothers. Here is
Germany.
"In Dresden we shall see the chil- what she found most popular for girls
HOW TO SEE MUCH AT AN OUTdren of the king of saxony, who, in in their teens, bound for mountain
LAY OF ONLY A SMALL
spite of their mother's desertion, and shore: Small editions or imitaAMOUNT OF CASH
seem to be jol;y little things. I re- tions of what "smart" and dashing
member their turnout was not at all matrons and widows are choosing.
I
to
come
said,
'Tve
go traveling,"
smart, rather shabby, in fact, when .Split skirts to be worn over spider-we"if you have time."
silk stockings and no petticoats;
"I always have time to travel, even we were in Dresden, it was not until
waists of lace and net so thin as
If only on paper," was Nora's cordial we noticed that they were bowing and
y
bowed to that we realized who scarcely to veil the shadow lace
reply. "Would it suit you to go to being
worn beneath; pumps cut low
were.
gerie
Germany today?"
"Many of the sighis of Berlin are in the vamp, with dazzling buckles
"It would suit ,me to go anywhere
ou
the Unter den Linden, the palaces, and even sparkling heels; sporting
to
care
I
take
answered,
me,"
you
7
etc. coats in garish colors and blatant
sliding into a chair. "Are we to go the opera house, the university,
the
stripes instead of simple sweaters;
and
In
seem
to
September
empire
May
There
to one city as usual?
holds great military reviews, and of evening frocks' to tight of skirt as to
be BO many Interesting places in
course Berlin is always swarming ' make even the bunny hug a danger- "Remember the object of our with well appointed officers and sol- ous dance, and bathing suit not of
see the modest,
flannel and
trips," warned Nora. "It is to go in- diers. We must not fail to
use serge, but of silk which clings when
he
the
mount
at
royr.l
guard
to
each
see
and.
city
guard
expensively
wet, the very quintessence of
thoroughly. However, I think we daily at 1:45
All the sartorial weapat
a
Potsdam,
"We'll
day
to
two
spend
should take
Germany;
trips
one to the north, making Dresden where the emperor has his summer ons of the Oriental siren offered to
There is Frederick the Miss Sixteen! Small wonder she is
our obpective point, and a southern palace.
Northern
Versailles, Sans a woman among men before her hour.
characterGreat's
Munich
as
the
with
trip
A brilliant woman of the world,
are almost
rooms
his
istic city. Of course that leaves, the Souci, where
who recently sailed from America,
Dreson
to
Then
them.
as
left
he
Which
vacation.
a
third
still
for
Rhine
remarked with regret, "I saw young
i
den,
do you prefer now?"
than
glr'is only among your very rich and
is
Berlin,
with
"Dresden
I
must
quk'ier
choose,
begin
"Since
:! da;:: a.;, but with a exclusive old1 families. They alone
less new
Dresden," I said.
dress the
and
simply
"The voyage is longer than to Eng- charm of ii:, own.
'Germany always stands for music, properly, as the aristocrats of Europe
land. On a one class boat we shall
still dress theirs. Vour American
probably spend at least twelve days so we shall hear a great deal in both
each way, which will give tbout 32 Berlin and Dresden, though Munich is girl of moderate circumstances imior 33 days ashore. We'll spend four perhaps the great musical center, in tates In dress the music hall singer
or five days in Hamburg, a week in Dresden we mustn't miss the musical who flaunts her intrigues and her
Berlin and three In Dresden. It we vespers, which are sung every Satur extreme costumes on the same stage.
become infatuated with Berlin we day afternoon in the Frauen Kirche Tell this girl that she should not
could divide our time evenly between in the Neumarket. This is the Luth- dress in this outrageous fashion and
eran church and in front of it stands she says you might as well be dead
the two cities.
as behind the times. She is not even
"We'll sail on a German liner, of a magnificent statue of Luther."
of the times but ahead of them poor,
course, and if possible stay while
"Now, the account," I said.
Nora tosed me the paper. I read: Ignorant, absurd little creature!"
ashore with a German family and
There is something very sweet and
?115.00
brush up our German, though you'll Steamer passage
10.00
about the slim, indefinite
also
will
appealing
both
the
ways
that
German
find
family
Tips
2.00 figure of a girl, even in the awkendeavor to brush up its English, Chairs
10.00 ward age, with the hint of slowly dewhich is usually fairly good. We'll Hamburg, four days at ?2.50
veloping lines. But deck it out in
engage our boarding places ahead of Railway fares, Hamburg to
13.20 the trappings of the wanton, in the
Dresden and return
time. In Hamburg we'll stay at some
stones of the
garish
small hotel.".
Berlin, board at 6 marks for
10.50 harem, yes, the powder and rouge
"I'm not sure that I shall care for , one week
splash of the beauty parlor, and the
four weeks with a German family," 1 Dresden, board at 5 marks,
- 21.25 poor, distorted little creature becomes
three weeks
said doubtfully. "I'm not sure I like
4.00 a caricature Qt tender budding sex- Germans."
Laundry, 4 marks a week
hood over which her own parents
"Then go to some other country,'
$185.95 may well weep in shame.
said Nora decisively. "If you can'i
Total
find anything likeable m a people
"That leaves $40 of our $225 fori What are your daughters reading?
what is the use of visiting the places extras," she went on. "As a mark Ask the public librarians whoi if they
which they own? Pictures and build' is less than 23 cents, and I've made be thinking women, would gladly cen-fiv- e
marks equal $1.25, the extra sor the books they must distribute
ings and views are all very well, but
chief
are
the
all
after
things pennies included in our board bill to young girls.
people
Recollect how you used to laugh
I love the Germans. In spite of their can go toward house tips. Our bag- ceremonious customs they are child gage will - cost a do'iiar or two, as when you found your sisters crying
like and warm nearted
Think of there Is only a small free' allowance over the "Elsie Books," "St. Elmo,"
their festivals, their homes and their on German railways; but we shall "The Wide, Wide World," "Dora
still have more than a dollar a day Tohrn" and "East Lynne"? You
fairy tales!"
"Do you 'like them better than the for spending money. As most of the wouldn't laugh today if- - you come
English?"
galleries and museums are free we home unexpectedly some afternoon
daughter
"My dear" when Nora says "My shall have few admissions to buy and and find your
such books as
dear" in that particular tone I know our dollar will go a long way."
reading, wild-eye''The Yoke," "Three Weeks" and
she is slightly exasperated "must one
"The House of Bondage." Doubtless
always compare one's likes? I can
have you for a friend and also Louise,
you would snatch the book from her
hand and set a match to it; but the
though you are so different. I don't
CURRENT MAGAZINES
have to choose between you. I eat
circulating library at the co"both roast beef and1 mutton.
roner drug store will supply another
I can f
read Tennyson a3 well as Browning,
codv. or her chum will lend her one.
.
Your daughter, Mr. Grain Merchant,
tfe
Dast theatrical season,
When we are traveling, let's enjoy
weekthe
ach place to the full, and like it the has been invited to spend,
ST)lendia and artistic production of
t :i
i
end with the family of your town's ,.LUtle Women" has been touring the
uiei u i,
vksi wmie we are ii
A woman friend of mine
"I am squelched," I said meekly. leading banker at their place on the cmintry
lake. You are rather set up by the . ,
tl) folindatlong 0f her lit- "Proceed with our travel."
are
we iana at namDurg, men," went invitation. The banker's family
erary tagte in Louiaa Alcott's books,
not
do
You
worry
social leaders.
Dened t0 Btop ln a small Pennsyl- .
entertainment
of
your
what
sort
about
clt durlng tne run of "Little
any great port is, and after Liverpool,
me
give you Women
Sne dropped in to the SatLondon and New York, Hamburg is daughter will share. Let
week-enthe theater
matjnee
ad found
the greatest in the world. The har- an idea of the modern
urday
Re-Pictorial
women
the
of her
August
women
says
with
party,
crowded
is
most interesting, and we'll
bor
!own
moth- view.
grandmothers,
one
a
circular
and
generation,
day
spend
tke
me
about
told
A
musician
and
recently
crying
and
ers
auntS; laughing
trip around it.
"We will break the journey to his experience at the country house wlth Meg j0 Beth and Amy. The
Dresden by stopping over in Berlin. of a successful real estate operator. grandchlidren, children and nieces of
It is a thoroughly modern city and He was asked to dedicate a costly- thege women were sitting dry eyed1
its wide streets and many trees, even new organ which "he host had Install- an(j koredi At a rival theater a cheap
in the poorer parts of the city, give ed in his magnificent stone mansion, dramatization of "The Common Law"
an impression of a wealth of green. The guests included the real estate wflg being p'layed. The house was
mod-anThe way Baedeker begins his remarks man's sons, daughters, grandchildren crowded with young girls. The
was
affair
The
near
neighbors.
on Berlin seems very characteristic,
ern grls cannot understand that
informal, and the musician quisjt6 sptrit which permeates "Little
however."
I opened the volume: "1. Berlin. soon found that the organ had little .wome" t,ut they respond to the sex
Arrival. A policeman stationed at attraction for the guests. It was dear tM1 0'f plays like "The Common
the egress of each railway station grandpa's fad. Rarely had this man Law
hands the traveler a metal ticket with handled a finer organ, so he piayea
thfl nroeram with enthusiasm: but
the number of the can."
i
...
mi
- Vila- mid pnee scattered wnn eviaeni
piuu
iuio- iib uio fatorrli In thin RPCht. -u- bucu, m
tion of the country than a" other dlsternal government takes care of you reuer.
together, and until the last
The older men ana women ariuea few years was supposed to bf incur- from the moment you arrive, even as- sisting you to call your cab! Almost to the card room to play bridge, fiere a(je For a great many years doctors the instant you arrive at your hotel at intervals, servants passed highly pronounced it a local disease and preand
or pension you will fill out a police seasoned food and sparkling drinks scribed local remedies
local treat- tc cure w
e
in
ntly
ag
element
faUhvj
varying
blank, giving your name, age, person- The younger
Sp.l.
tacts of from 15 to 20, beggea tne musician we has proven aiairu i"
al appearance, important
a
your life, and reason for being in Cer-- j to abandon the organ for the piano, rtitutional disease, and therefore remany. Still, though we laugh at the Bach and Hande'i for ragtime, and quires constitutional treatment. Hall'sJ.
German government, it certainly takes they were soon writhing through the Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
care of its children and its visitor turkey trot, bunny hug and tango Cheneyconstitutional
cure on the maronly
and the German cities are models in dance. When weary they stopped long ket. It is taken internally in doses
their lighting, cleanliness uid free- enough to refresh themselves with from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. it
cavalr, lobster, pate defoies gras and acts directly on the blood and mucous
dom from beggars
our
short
punch with just enough champagne surfaces of the system. They offer
"We'll see all we can in
dollars for any case it
tvlsit. Tinier den Linden i3 the great in it to brighten the eye and flush the one hundred
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
cheek.
200
thoronghfnre of the city. It is
testimonials.
The "decadent smart set" you say?
feet wide. Tho trees from which it
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Totakes its name form a double row Not a bit of it. Just the usual mid-di- e ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
class American who makes money
down the. center. It begins at the
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiout
estate
of
ventures,
lucky real
'Brandenburg Gate, which has nine
Adv.
entrances the central opening is franchises or inventions. I'athers ab- pation.
mothers
sorbed
in
new
ventures;
guarded by a sentry, as on'iy royal
rat ges may use it and, to ave learning the trick of spending what Subscribe for The Optic.
residence."
"Is there any chance of our seeing
the emperor?" i interrupted.
"If he is at the Bchloss we can see
him every day. If we cnose to watch
tor him, as lie goes lor a drive or
ride every afternoon. There is always some royalty to be bowed to iu

GERMANY'S
CITIES
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CLASSIFIED

liUa

Five cents

per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines
All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Petten, Secretary. J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64'1
O. of B. B. Meets
every first

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-$-rooms of Temple Monteflore at t
lar conclave seeZ. & Tuea-l""- - o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac Appoi,
day in each month at Mar
cordially luvltd.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President, Charles Greenclay, Se
y

KinkeL E.

Rnril

retary.

WANTED

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE Np.
Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street. All visl
ing brethren cordially incited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gui
Lehman, V. G.: T. M. El wood
1.

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. H.
B. IIuDhard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedeock. cemetery truste.

NO. 2, O. E.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

8, Meet first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in M&aonlo Temple,
Mrs. J. O Rutledx. Worthy Ma
tron; Mrs. Ajjnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone ULala IZ.

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourti
Mondays of each month at S p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemnue
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local 03h
uty. Visiting memtiera are especially wolcome and cordially invH
ed.

HANSFORD

t.

OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN

Chas. Tamme,

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS RegUar con
vocation first Monday In

T

lid

C;

.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER

Reliable girl of good mo.
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO,
1054 Seventh street.
apply.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at
WANTED Competent
stenographer
S o'clock.
are
Visiting
and office clerk Answer in own
J. C. Wertx, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcordially wekoma
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays of each month,
B
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
at 8 p. m.( Visiting Knights and LaFOR SAJjE Two cows, one fresh,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L, Flers-ma- n
Call 523 Sixth street. W. F. White.
month Elks home on Ninth street
President; A. D. Tillman, Finand Douglas avenue. Visiting brotli-ersarancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
FOR SALE Our automobile, fully
cordially invited1. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
500.
extras;
J.
Agua
Mills, Hxalted Ruler; D. W. Conequipped, many
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Pura Co.
don, Secretory.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

11

Assent
Law

.an

W. W., H. S

Secretary.

Win. P. Mills,

I.

n
tphfi
1.
1

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

D

brothers cordially

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address

nU.

AN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE Meets secsnd am
A. M. Regular comfourth Thursday evening sat!
munication first and
month at W.O. W. Hall. VUStil
third Thursday, ln brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Y lilting
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill

COLUMN

Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, (he Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Nqrihern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?

Vraas. N. M.

rs

For Sato

NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
o hunt or
person will be allowed
fish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persona goSALE Perry Onion will sell KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
ing there must be prepared to show FOR
you 25 pounds of rhubard for $1.
a membership card in this organizaCIL NO. 304. Meets second and
LGCAL TIME CASD
tion.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited1. Richard
EAST BOUND
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND PISHING CLTJB.
epa
FOR RENT Seven room nouse and
Arrive
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, r. 8.
1:15 9 i
No. 2.... :10 p. m
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.
NO.
I No. 4.. ..11:05 p. m
LODGE
11:CB p
DORADO
EL
2:10
s
m
8
a
PY
2:05
Mo.
FOR
KNIGHTS
OF
RENT
or
NOTICE.
Furnished
unfurnish
2:19
1:45 p m
Xo. 10
viii . rt
ed house, modern conveniences, 920
The Deep Lake Hunting and FishGallinas. Apply 1025 Eighth street.
ing club has leased the lake known
Monday evea
WEST BOUND
as the Deep lake, which is located'
Castle Hall
1:45 p
1:20 p. m
No.
1...
south of the La Jara lake of this FURNISHED room. 915 Sixth St.
Knigiiti
Visiting
6:15 a n
are cordially invit No. 8... 6:10 a. m
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
4:30 p i
ed. Chas liebacb No. 7... 4:20 p. m
Lakes Land company. No person will FOR RENT Cheap,' two four room
7:00 p
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
Chancellor No. I... 6:35 p. m
aer,
7
members
of
the
or
Eleventh
Phone Main 176.
Commander. Harrj
club,
property except
and all persons going there must be
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
prepared to show a membership card FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone Seal.
in this organization. Otherwise they
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call.
9
will be arrested for trespassing.
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
p
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
176.
FISHING CLUB.
FOR RENT Front bed room.
508
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
Main avenue.
i
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
Subscribe for The Optic.
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
hill. Phone Purple 5301.
e
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

mm

---

if

you use

1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Lout
LOST Turquoise matrix.
Optic office.

Return to

7-

It 's giving you
a present for doyou

-..-

i-

en
oo
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CARRIAGE

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

O.

,ny

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A.

FLOUR reefy

Las

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Attorney-at-La-

,

New

1

Mr

:,t

x

r-

-r

'

Are-

SILVER
PLATE
ENCH-GRE-

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
work of any description

moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel.
East Las Vegas, N.

.Main

Y

(STER-

iarkei Finders
Classified

M.

Professional Health Culture for Ladln
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
MaRsage, Hair and 8ci
Treatment, Facial Massa, Manicurt
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. n-

tamed

in this city

from

ALL GROCERS

iXLAift.

lrr!tior

"
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wvsRiiahi
A, a SGLCEVXX'JSISEVERWHEfiE
year--

as P :.(.

Vst.

the

particular thing

..is

among l
worth most

your property unless it were advertised here.
"3

t1

A

OtiI.otiOH.ttf '9 Ufammtd Jtrand
VlUn in iit-- ami (...Id metaiiicV
boxes, sealed vitli H!ne RiLbon. V
J itbo no fltliop. Jtity of ymtr
lil Via IN 14 IMtAK.lt uii la" ' ok

BUY

whom

That, property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST iO s&juw
who reads the ads. in this nwspaper and would sevsv hmi

ICHE8TER S PIL LS 4
mil', i?m:Jirtf
Iatlffitt
Ask

ad, search out the people to

those who MIGHT

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

Best

:

General

BEAUTIFUL

FR

DR. F.
Dental

50c per

lb.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lb.
100 lbs.'

ANT Ads

CL

IS

30c per

...40c per

100

v

Vegas.

DENTISTS

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
, SPOON
"GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS
STANDARD

.....20c per
.....25c per

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity sat
Ijasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS
is. g

lbs--

AGUA PURA COMPANY

something

'd do

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PMCES

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dsllvery

SIGN PAINTING
N.

1200

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

AND

,

ing

-

2,000

FLOUR

25c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs

'

Phone Main 227

Uetween Columbia avenue and
sanitarium, silver link bracelet with
turquoise sets. Leave at Optic office
and receive reward.

LOST

AUTOMOBILE,

V.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

EMPRESS

,

ria,

SHORT ORDERS

AND CAFF

THE EEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

Why Not Visit

d

.

OPTIC

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

j

'

15he

Summer?

j

i..i,j

LOBBY

Where
Shall We
Go This

j

p--

JULY 15, 1913.

fM

in

Others, who read and ans er ads. in this neweaf er want i&xa
are anxious to pay eash for) books, automobiles, used maehinory
and furniture, artieloa of saefulness of any sort, and nusical !
strumeuts.
As the classified ads.

by all possible buyeig, of all
slble sorts ot things, they have corns to be finders of the best am?,

kets.

Al

.wt

ars read

3
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OUR PROPOSITION
Bring to the OPTIC office 1 yearly subscription at $7.80, or 2 six months subscriptions
months subscriptions at $1.95 each, paid in advance and the
$3.90 each, or 4 three
is yours. '
GO-CYCL-

Hi

II

.D

ISS

ill

c

You will Want to be First to Win One

You Are Invited to Call at the Office and See Them.

REflEMBER They Are
Please enter my subscription to the
Las Vegas Optic for lyZ for which I
agree to pay in advance $
Name

:

Address
Cycle to be
given absolutely free io
Go- -

Name of bey or girl

ANY

COMBINATION

of (he

ing orders e,mountinj to twelve
months subscription for $7.80 will entitle you to a
Go-Cycl-

subscriber for 1 year at
2 subscribers for 6 months
3 subscribers for 4 months
4 subscribers for 3 months
6 subscribers for 2 months
12 subscribers for 1 month
1

$7.80
at . . ; .$3.90
at
,$2.60
at.... $1.93
at
$1.30
65c
at
. . .

C)

c
(

Please enter my subscription to the
Las Vegas Optic for j'Z'd for which I
agree to pay in advance 5
Address
le

c

(
c

be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

C)
C)

o

IIfVIT

IM1T

pYOL!

E

o
o
o
o
o

o;

to

Name of boy or girl

C

J

Have the Subscriber Siffn These Orders and Brinjf Them or Mail Them to
v
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The Optic advertisement on page
seven tells you how to get a
free.
automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

For the
100

15th-16th-17- th

pounds Suqar

17 pounds Sugar

0

Flour

100 pounds Cream

L,

60 pounds Cream

h Flour

--

.

2.0
'130

..

cans of Corn

3
3

250

.

25c

Fpur cans Baked Beans
3 pkg. any 10c pkg. Cracker

.

-)

pkgs. Spaghetti
pkgs. Macaroni

-

EZP

250

bars W B Soap
Box W E3 Soap

'3-0-

350

-

pound good Tea
'V.

';

(;

...

A Special Discount for Cash on

All Other Goods

WAGON
BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY
Minimum Exomnam
insure Prompt Dellvcrfem el

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
f

.
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents

tl.Mi&J GOD

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Tof
l"Jm Q QgJ H
J Phon.llnZ1
MMln

the Home of

lie

Best oi Everything Ealbale

SPECIALSftLE FOR

ONLY

C

JULY 15th, 16th, 17th
.
Svgar .
J
Sugar
7 bars "White Star
Soap
7 bars Lenox Soap
8 bars D. C. Soap
.
7 bars Tar Soap
2 boxes Toilet
.
Soap
3 Armorita Toilet
Soap
4 cakea Lekko Scouring
Soap. ..
6 pkgs. Laundry starch
l sa ion can. Fie Blueberries.
t gullcn can 45c Lemon Cling Sliced Peaches
'
1 4()c can Sliced Apricots
sack Boss patent or Empress Flour
sack Boss Patent or Empress Flour
sack Old Homestead Flour
sack Old Homestead Flour
1 pound rack Honey
1 pound mixed Tea (fine for lce,r Tea)-:...- .

100 pounds
17 pounds

?5.70

......Jl.OO

2

4

4

.

...

..J1.40
75c
15c
35o
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ANOTHER

BIG

The Fraternal Brotherhood had its
installation of officers last night in
the Fraternal Brotherhood hall on
Grand avenue. The report of the dele
gates to the supreme lodge was postponed until Monday evening. After the
report of the delegates a big banquet
will be served by the members of the
lodge. All visiting members are cor
dlally invited to be present.

331--

Six new students have entered the
Normal University for
the remaining two weeks of summer
school. They are as follows:
Miss
Eugenia M. Roy of Tucumcarl, Frank
C Williams of Lincoln, Shirley Nutter
of Roy, Superintendent W. O. Evans
of Wagon Mound, Ignacio V. Lujan of
San Miguel and, Leila Doughty of Mis

souri.

Assistant Secretary Walter Burns
of the Y. M. C. A. was informed today that Secretaary P. H. LeNoir, with
the boys of the Junior class, who have
been stopping at the Y. M. C. A. camp
.
m- iub uamnas camp tor
several days,
would return home Thursday.
The
boys are all In excellent health and
are enjoying themselves.
Saturday
they took a hike to Harvey's ranch.
Ail the boys stood the trip, which is
a long one, unexpectedly well. Mrs.
Norman Skinner Is spending a lew
days at the camp, having gone there
last Saturday.
The board of directors of the Com
mercial club met last night and dis
posed of business that had buen post
poned froni the regular meeting. Two
new membership applications were
presented and accepted. The board al
so made arrangements for a ball to be
given in honor of the officers of the
state militia who will be encamped
here during the next two weeks. No
special date was decided upon, but
will be announced within the next
week. Other general business of the
club was disposed of.

PERRY BEAN VIARRIED
Perry H. Bean, connected with the
civil engineering department of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway company, with headquarters
In Las Vegas, returned
last night
from Orino, Me., in company with
his bride, formerly Miss Jennie Brown
of Orino. Mr. and Mrs. Bean were
married at Orino last month but the
news of their marriage did not reach
this city until last night when they
arrived. ,They will residie in Las
Vegas. Mr. Bean is quite popular in
this city.

PRICES

PER CENT REDUCTION ON SUITS

3

When given in a straight legitimate manner is more discount than
the profit.
We are going to give you this big discount for the next 10 days beginning July 15. On this basis of reduction a Hart Schaffner and
Marx $25 stilt wiircost you but $16.65v We reserve nothing, and
all our suits are marked in plain figures.
1

.

lowed.

Brass Beds
posts this

All sizes with
week for cash

'

?9.65

$27.50
$22.50
$20.00
$15.00

Porch Furniture
Porch Swings and Hammocks,
off for this week.

Dressers and Chiffoniers
1

II

5

off for this jveek

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

go
go
go
go

33

1- -3

at..

;

.$18.35
.15.00
13.35

at..,

at

,

at...

10.OO

DISCOUNT

FOR TEN DAYS

GREENBERGER

ROSENTHAL
Y. M. C. A.

Opposite

SEE

To the Man Who

'

.:..

'
'''''

'

j

wmmr
.

i

Pays His Bills
At this

'"

Store

You are not paying

a big

ad-

ditional price for the credit we
extend you. We do not give
some people from 20 per cent to

If
nY:

33

!

(a)

SESSION

Alvan N. White, of Santa Fe, state
superintendent of public instruction,
passed through here this afternoon on
his way home from Salt Lake City,
where he has been attending the na
tional convention of the N. E. A. .Mr.
White said that New Mexico was well
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We Do As We Advertise
We are not afraid of our prices
as everything is marked in
plain figures at the right prices.
A liberal discount for cash al-

severely hurt

A SUCCESSFUL

tell you all about it on' page seven
of this paper.

;

AT GREENBEB GERS

We want you to Know that
every word in our ads are the
truth. We do not exaggerate
or overstate.

"HARVEY'S"
Assessor Manuel Sanchez
Famous
mountain
ranch; 31st sea
and his deputies are busily engaged
in completing the tax rolls, on which son. Old management; old rates. Carout every Saturday. Leave orthey have been working hard for riage
at
ders
Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
months.
many
They expect to finish
their task about July 25.

You are invited to call at the Optic
office and see our new
We are giving them away free. We

65c
35c
25c
?1.60
80c
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during
ness and death of her mother, Mrs.
Miss Mossy York, who was operated D. D. Harkness. Mrs. Wilson resides
on last Thursday morning for appendi-citits- , on
Eighth "street near the. edge of
is reported as improving and town.
will be able to leave the hospital bv
Thursday or Friday.
STRAYED OR STOLEN
On July 5th, 1913.
One gay mare
The social of the Ladies' of the about 12
years old, weighs about 900
Maccabees of the World will be given
lbs., branded on the left hip NW, on
this evening at the home of Mrs. I. left shoulder N. One
gray horse about
Sutherland at 619 Main. All Lady 9
years old, weighs about 900 lb3.,
Maccabees and friends will be wel
branded on left hip H. One black horse
come.
about 9 years old, weighs. about 1,200
lbs., no brand, white spot in forehead.
A marriage license was issued this
Last seen in Hand's pasture near Azul.
morning at the court house to Simon-lt- a Suitable reward will be
given for inforMedina, aged 15, of La Enclnosa, mation
to the recovery of
leading
and Vicente Gailegos, aged 27, of Rio
same.
de Mora. Miss Medina's father gave
WM. NAEGL1N, Cherryvale, N. M.
his consent.
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of her horses kicked her. Mrs. Wil
Edmund Kraus of Baltimore, Mary son was
watering the animals at the
land, came in yesterday to visit his river when one of them kicked
sister, Mrs. David Rosenwald. Mr, her, knocking her down and badly
Kraus Is a prominent business man of bruising her. Mrs. Wilson had been
Baltimore.
at the Hammond ranch
the ill-

New Mexico

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars
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The funeral of the late Mrs. Elmira
Lost Kodak In Lincoln park. Find- L.
Harkness, who died yesterday
er return film In good conaitlon and
morning at the home cf her daughter,
keep kodak as reward. Return to Mrs. C. P. Hammond, near" Roiuero- Optic.
ville, will be, held tomorrow morning
at 10:30 o'clock from the First Me
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
thodist church. Rev. E. C. Anderson,
in wood. Direct from the distillery
pastor of, the church, will have charge
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
o' the services. Interment will ha in
Adv.
SJasonic cemetery.
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At the First Baptist ctturch

Miss Jeanette Richley is ill at her
While returning from Romeroville
borne, suffering from an attack of ap this
afternoon Mrs. C. E. Wilson of
pendicitis.
this
was
when one

5c

VermacMl

3 pkgs.

$3.00
?l--

100 pounds O C Flour
E0 pounds C C Flour

Three

at

8:01 morning Rev. William Runyan delivered an address to the "Juniors" of
all the four Protestant churches. The
Try a dram ot oiQ Taylor
meeting was well attended and thor
at fie Opera Bar. Adv.
oughly enjoyed by all those present.
Another junior meeting will be held
The
are here. Call at next Friday morning.
the Optic office and' see them.
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represented at the convention. "About
25 delegates were present from
New
Mexico but it seemed as if there were
at least 100," said Mr. White. "They
mixed so well and boosted so loud S
that many thought that New Mexico 1
had a large delegation."
New Mexico caried off several hon
ors, as it was well represented in the
election of officers. T. w. Conway,
the city superintendent of Raton, was
elected vice president. Mr. white
was elected state director for NpwI
Mexico, and Jose D. Sena of Santa Fe 1
was elected vice president of the 1
school advisory board.
The next meeting of the association 1
win be held in St. Paul. Minn. Mr
White said the New Mexicans were
treated well, and that Salt Lake would
always be remembered by them on
tnat account.
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Our Goods Are Not Marked
that way and people are fast finding this out. The party buying
for cash from us gets a low reasonable discount and the one buying on time gets a square deal.
;
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Everybody is Satisfied All the Time
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
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; Jefferson
Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Subscribe for The Optic.

en

per cent discount for cash

3

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital.

$100,000.

Scrpmjs, and Undivided Profits

$35, 000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

1

BAKERY GOODS
(LOOK THEH'OVEB)

$1,050

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE-

-

FOLLY EQUIPPFO

AT YOUR DOOR

pneiier,
Society Brant),

We

are

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

Style Plus Ciot!;es

$17.50 to $35.00.
Suits
Until Sat. July 19th

SEE,

OVERLAND MODEL, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344,

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prcps

I C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and

24

The Palace CIo. Co.
EVERYBODY HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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